06SERIES
host system
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The 06SERIES by SkyDec proves without doubt that high-end military GPS systems can
be compact and modular, easy to adapt and professionally versatile at the same time. This
military off-the-shelf data distribution unit is the perfect and cost effective solution for any naval
vessel in need of highly accurate positioning and time data, but without the need for a missile
interface. The 06SERIES provides all systems on vessels like frigates, patrol vessels, but also High
Value Units and aircraft carriers, with accurate and reliable GPS data via any standard or, if desired,
customized outputs necessary. This unique GPS host and navigation system is designed to offer top
performance in challenging circumstances without the hassle and extensive lead-time.
•

Frigates / OPV
• Can be used as navigation DDU
• Modular and upgradable
When equipped with a SAASM GPS SkyDec’s 06SERIES has
Precise Positioning Service and advanced capabilities on counter
jamming or other interferences. The host system additionally out-

Andere foto (Thierry)

puts GPS time data and HQIIA signal. Obviously, the system can be
connected to anti jam antennas, using a separate extender, such as a
CRPA or ADAP. The systems run on SkyDec’s PCB’s and software, which
provides not only the vital flexibility concerning the integration
in existing system environments and future upgrades, it also enables
us to customize and interface the system according to specific
customer demands. The system is easy to maintain and monitor due

to the integrated newly developed deep dimmable 5.7” full color touch panel display, the easy connection with a laptop PC in combination
with the included ‘Sentinel’ software and the USB port for easy upgrades and logging purposes.
In spite of the off-the-shelf nature of the 06SERIES, the system can be composed according to customer or vessel specific requirements.
The hardware and software are ready for the system to host a versatile selection of military GPS receivers, including the MPE-S by Rockwell
Collins, the F22E by Trimble and SkyDec’s own OEM GPS board. The 06SERIES capabilities can easily be expanded with additional optional
extenders, providing extra interface or upgrade possibilities. Highly valued by our customers are for example a CRPA/ADAP extender, an eLoran
receiver, a SBAS receiver, our port replicator, a redundancy switch and, of course, a vessel or system specific extender developed by SkyDec engineers. All extenders are one unit high and can easily be mounted above the host system in the same 19” rack.
The key feature of the 06SERIES is its smart combination of cost effectiveness, short lead time and impressive capabilities on vessels with
no need for a missile interface. However, nothing is as vital on any war craft as reliability, especially that of the GPS data. Therefore, the
06SERIES is not only fitted with a incorporated SPS receiver inside, as an on-board spare part, it is also built and tested to meet the highest military demands regarding shock and climate resistance. And, in addition to the arrangement of the system in a 19” rack, the system can also be
delivered in a protective housing on shock mounts, specifically designed for this unique and versatile host system.
06SERIES

The SkyDec NGNS series are selected by numerous customers, including the Royal British Navy,
Royal Danish Navy, Royal Dutch Navy, Royal Norwegian Navy, Royal Spanish Navy, Portuguese
Navy and Turkish Navy.

Check our website for an extensive overview of our assortment!

www.SkyDec.com
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06SERIES
Specifications
: 19” x 5,25”(3U) x 15.8”
133.35 mm x 482.6 mm x 401 mm
: ±7,5 kg
: 85-264 VAC 47-63Hz / 125-373 VDC or 19-36 VDC
: < 20 Watt (depends on GPS receiver)
: Up to 8 independent NMEA RS-422
(Sentence available: GGA, VTG, GLL, ZDA, RMC, GSA, GSV)
Up to 8 HQIIA outputs (RS-422 or TTL)
Up to 4 1PPS Outputs (10V +2/-1V according to ICD-60A) (instrument delay < 250ns)
Propriety messages
: Receiver dependent
: 5.7” Touch TFT-LCD
Dimmable from 0-100%
On screen information: PVT, Diagnostics, GPS Status (GPS mode, 2DRMS, Satellite information, Signal strength)

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Weight
Power
Power Consumption
Outputs

Position Accuracy
Display

Connectors

: N-Type RF input
: MIL-C 10 pole (f) - Type: 851-07R12-10S50
MIL-C 3 pole (m) - Type: 851-07R12-3P50
: KOI-18 or KEK-13

Antenna Connector
Data Connector
Key Loader

Shock, Environmental and EMC
Shock
Vibration
Enclosure
Operational Temperature
Storage Temperature
Operational Humidity
EMC

: According to BR3021 and STANAG 4137
: According to MIL-STD 810F and IEC 68-2-6
: IP20 (Without optional protective case)
additional IP23 protective case avaialble
: 0 to 60°C
: -20 to 60°C
: 95% non condensing
: According to MIL-STD 461F

Receivers
Optional SAASM Receivers
Optional Non SAASM Receivers
Lever Arm Controlled Position

Side view

: Rockwell Collins MPE-S
Trimble Force 22E
: Skydec OEM Receiver
Rockwell Collins Polaris Link
: Yes, Heading/Roll/Pitch input required

Front view

Back view
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Pantone 335

Please contact us for more information about the 06SERIES military GPS host system. We can provide
you with all additional relevant specifications, test results and, if desired, a specific offer.
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SkyDec BV - Mercuriusstraat 40 - 3133 EN - Vlaardingen
T +31 (0)10 - 462 77 77

info@skydec.com

www.skydec.com

